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JCW. Trusted by Talent

JCW. Verticals

JCW is a specialist provider of governance and technology professionals to the    
financial services, consulting and technology sectors. Our focus is on providing a 
quality service in a niche sector, finding the best candidates to fill your needs.

It’s been a successful year for JCW with growth across all business units, sectors, 
and teams. We’ve signed up a number of new clients and maintained our focus 
on quality. Our teams have expanded both in volume and skillset and we’re    
looking forward to a prosperous 2018. 

103% JCW GP growth from 2016 - 2017

52% JCW headcount growth 2017

45% JCW CV to IV ratio 2017 

22.5% Average fee size for JCW client

98% JCW placement volume growth 2017

52% JCW 1st IV to 2nd IV ratio 2017
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The year in governance

2017 was another growth year for the 
governance market and thus far 2018 has 
been no different. Whilst audit has by far 
been the busiest sector there’s been solid 
growth in risk disciplines, most notably 
market risk, treasury services and ALM.

The only quieter space has been The only quieter space has been 
compliance which is likely a result of the 
current administration’s stance on 
deregulating the market. That hasn’t 
stopped the intake of contractors in the 
space, particularly for AML, sanctions and 
look back projects, with many 
oorganizations still under heavy scrutiny 
from regulators.

Many firms are confident about low 
attrition rates after a profitable year, 
bonuses are looking strong with the 
exception of a few larger firms. With 
pprofitability comes growth and continued 
expansion is expected in all markets.

25%

15%

25%

40%

22%

33%

Over the past five years the candidate 
population in governance has grown rapidly population in governance has grown rapidly 
but not enough to meet demand. Last year 
our biggest growth area was audit, with 
needs growing almost 40% year on year. 
Whilst risk was consistent, compliance slowed 
significantly from its 2016 33% growth.

A growing market:

This data was collated 
from around 65,000 
governance 
professionals in 
financial services and 
averaged out to the 
nearest $1,000. 
On average this year, On average this year, 
salaries have gone up 
across the board by 
around 4% from 2016. 

National Salaries at a glance:



Bonus Data: Key Takeaways:

Lowest Salary Average Salary Highest Salary



Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations17% 29

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Corporate Banking Experience
 
2) CPA/CIA/CISA qualification

3) Risk-Based Audit Experience

4) SOX knowledge

5) Ability to work in a hands on 

1) New York
 
2) California

3) Virginia

4) Texas

5) North Carolina

1) Increased Firm Reputation
 
2) Career advancement

3) Financial

4) Diversify skill   
    set or industry knowledge
5) 5) Reduction in force

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

Key Takeaways:
- On average bonuses sat at 20%, this was almost  
  exactly the average bonus in the audit banking 
  space. 
- The Internal promotion salary rise was: 16%
- The External promotion salary rise was: 18%
- Counter offers were the most frequent reason an 
  o  offer was rejected in this space with 1 in 3 candi
  dates recieving a counter from their current firm. 
- A frequent trend in candidate motivators was a 
  lack of a good reputation for their current 
  organization in the market. Candidates suggested  
  this was primarily motivated through news and 
  media outlets as opposed to internal cultures. 
- The - The average interview process took 3 interviews in 
  this space. 

www.jcwresourcing.com

JCW’s Business Banking space has been our most active space over the past 12 months. 
Whilst this activity has primarily been driven by the increased regulatory scrutiny it’s 
interesting to note the volume of audit positions in corprate banking has increased by 20% 
since 2016.

Audit: Corporate Banking.
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Lowest SalaryAverage Salary Highest Salary



Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

25% 21

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Finance/Accounting Degree
 
2) CPA/CIA/CFA qualification

3) Regulatory Audit Experience

4) Specific Capital Markets Product
  knowledge
5) 5) Exceptional communication skills

1) New York
 
2) California

3) North Carolina

4) Florida

5) Texas

1) Career Advancement
 
2) Financial

3) Work/Life Balance

4) Stress or Pressure in role

5) Poor corporate culture

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

Key Takeaways:
- The average bonus in investment banking sat at  
   25%. This is down from 29% in 2016 though 
   salaries have increased by an average of 
   approximately 5% 
- The Internal promotion salary rise was: 15%
- The External promotion salary rise was: 25%
- 1 out of 2 candidates - 1 out of 2 candidates recieved a counter offer in IB
- The IB space is a candidate short market and as 
  such is moving incredibly fast. Typically interview 
  process are conducted within 2 stages with an 
  offer following with 24 hours. 
- 90% of JCW’s IB work sat within New York city pri
  marily as a result of the location of the trading 
  business un  business units. 
- only 1 in 4 candidates leaving IB stay within the
  industry

www.jcwresourcing.com

The investment banking space has maintained it’s 2016 outlook. Whilst needs are far less 
frequent than other industries the required skill set has remained particularly niche and the 
calibre of candidate required particularly high. 

Audit: Investment Banking.
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Lowest SalaryAverage Salary Highest Salary



Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary rise when 
switching organizations

26% 26

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Strong communication skills
 
2) MBA/PhD

3) Stakeholder management 
  experience
4) Business development 
   experience
5) Market certifications

1) New York
 
2) Chicago

3) Texas

4) California

5) DMV

1) Less travel

2) Better work/life balance

3) Looking to move into industry

4) Increased compensation

5) Looking to diversify experience

Key Takeaways:
- Consulting firms are expanding into locations all 
 over the country and putting less of an emphasis 
 on major cities.
- Treasury-based consulting roles have increased by 
 30% in the past 6 months. 
- The breadth of salaries in this report is indicative 
  of the breadth of organization taken into account.
- Salaries within top 50 consulting firms have stayed 
 level for the past 24 months. 
- Candidates are most frequently leaving due to the 
 high travel requirement of the role and find it 
 unmanageable with growing families. 
- Counteroffers in this space only have a 10% 
  success ratio due to the significantly higher 
 mid-level salaries on offer in industry. 

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

www.jcwresourcing.com

JCW works with consulting firms ranging from Big 4 to 20-employee firms, and they ac-
count for around 30% of our business. Owing to widespread deregulation in the past 12 
months there has been a significant increase in risk, analytics and treasury consulting, 
with industry firms preferring to hire consultants over in-house staff. 

Consulting
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Lowest SalaryAverage SalaryHighest Salary



Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

21% 45

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Finance/Accounting Degree
 
2) CPA/CIA/CFA qualification

3) Regulatory Audit Experience

4) Industry specific background

5) Exceptional communication skills

1) New York
 
2) Massachusetts

3) Florida

4) Texas

5) Illinois

1) Financial
 
2) Increased firm reputation

3) The opportunity to Manage

4) Product knowledge expansion

5) Change of location

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

Key Takeaways:
- The average bonus came in at 29%. There has 
  been a notable increase in organizations moving  
  back towards a lower base higher bonus model in 
  the past 12 months. 
- Only 1 in 10 candidates recieved a counter offer in 
  the IM/AM space but most had an average of 30 
  d  days notice before being able to leave. 
- There’s a notable difference in compensation for 
  well known organizations in the industry who tend 
  to pay less and rely on the quality of their name to 
  motivate candidates to join them. 
- New York, Boston and Florida accounted for 
  around 75% of movements. 
- IM/AM - IM/AM was by far the slowest moving space with 
  the average interview process consisting of 5 
  rounds. 

www.jcwresourcing.com

Whilst there are stark differences between the Investment and Asset Management space 
we found that candidates in the Audit space would move easily between the two industries 
and had comparatively similar salaries. 

Audit: Investment Management & Asset Management.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

28% 22

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Ability to travel 100%
 
2) Finance/Accounting Degree

3) Exceptional communication skills

4) An entrepreneurial mindset

5) CPA/CISA qualification

1) Illinois
 
2) Virginia

3) Texas

4) North Carolina

5) New Jersey

1) Less Travel 

2) Financial

3) Better work/life balance

4) Looking to move to industry

5) More stability

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

Key Takeaways:
- The average salary rise when leaving the Big 4 was 
  28% due to the volume of candidates moving to 
  industry. 
- Bonuses are not a driver for joining the Big 4.
  Whilst comparatively, basics aren’t competitive with  
  the industry, the role itself is the most prominent    
  se  selling point for candidates exploring opportunities 
  in consulting.  
- Candidates coming out of Big 4 had an average 
  tenure of 4 years and in 90% of cases stated the 
  volume of travel was the primary reason for 
  moving despite enjoying the work and culture. 
- Whilst JCW staffed a number of positions in New 
    York, consulting is the only industry that didn’t     
  feature New York in it’s Top 5 hiring locations. 

www.jcwresourcing.com

The Big 4 account for a huge volume of moves in the audit space. With the common 
graduate expectation being the best route to success is to start your career with a big 4 
firm they have huge sway on the industry. Around 75% of non big 4 job specs request big 
4 experience.  

Audit: Big 4.
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

12% 28

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Finance/Accounting Degree
 
2) CPA/CISA qualification

3) Exceptional communication skills

4) Specific Industry Exposure

5) Regulatory/Risk Audit Experience

1) New Jersey
 
2) Washington D.C.

3) Texas

4) Georgia

5) North Carolina 

1) Skill set diversification

2) Compensation

3) Downsizing/Re-Structuring

4) Career Advancement

5) Work life balance

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

Key Takeaways:
- The core difference between the   
  consulting/professional services space and working 
  specifically in Big 4 tends to be travel (though this 
  isn’t always the case) as well as compensation. 
- Candidate travel expectation for non Big 4 hovers
  around the 30% mark.  
- Salaries we’- Salaries we’re on average 5% lower than Big 4 
  competitors whilst bonuses were 5% higher. 
- A large number of candidates preferred a non Big 
  4 consulting firms due to the ability to have true 
  flexability in the projects they work. 
- Only 1 in 8 candidates were counter offered in the 
  non Big 4 consulting space. 
- Niche firms - Niche firms focusing in Compliance and Audit 
  disciplines with less than 50 employees accounted 
  for around 60% of our placements in this space. 

www.jcwresourcing.com

JCW deals with a wide variety of consulting organizations from individual contributors to 
large multinationals. The disparity between the compensation, culture, work life balance 
and travel varies widely between these and as such we review these as a different industry 
than the big 4 despite the obvious similarities.

Audit: Consulting (Non Big 4).
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Days to fill: Role         
release to offer made. 

Most popular hiring    
locations by state

Average salary wise when 
switching organizations

22% 36

Most sought after skills
Candidate drivers for 
changing position

Priority Metrics
1) Insurance industry experience
 
2) CPA/CIA/CISA qualification

3) Exceptional communication skills

4) Front to back audit experience

5) Risk based Audit Experience

1) North Carolina
 
2) New York

3) New Jersey

4) Illinois

5) Texas 

1) Looking for management 
     responsibility
2) Compensation

3) Looking for a less niche role

4) Promotion

5) Relocation

Bonus Data:
Bonus averages as a percentage of above salary

Key Takeaways:
- The average tenure of an audit professional in the  
  insurance space is around 6 years. It’s a role that 
  people tend to stick with once they join. 
- Salaries and bonuses have maintained their 2016 
  levels. 
- Insurance is the only space we’ve seen relocation 
  as a main dri  as a main driver for candidates who are simply 
  looking to leave larger metropolitan areas. 
- Whilst it took 36 days on average to recieve a job
  offer, most interview process consisted of just 3 
  rounds, with the first round almost always a phone 
  interview. 
- Insurance, while certainly growing, has seen the 
    fewest roles released to an agency of any industry 
 in 2017/2018 at 58 total across 9 organizations. 

www.jcwresourcing.com

The insurance space has been a steadily growing area for Audit professionals with 
increasing stringent guidelines in the industry across the past 24 months. Whilst salaries 
remain at the lower end of the scale, the work life balance and strong internal cultures are 
a winning factor for many candidates.  

Audit: Insurance.
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Salaries within the US market vary enormously dependent on location with New York and 
California coming in as the highest paying states. The below state chart shows the average
difference from the average salaries on the previous pages for each state.  

Salary by state.

JCW collated this data from 3 separate sources: Our conversations with 
candidates in the market, openings we have actively working on and offers 
that have been made to candidates we represent. This amounted to well 
over 125,000 data points in the past 12 months. Whilst we aim to make 
this data as accurate as possible due to the size of the data set, range of 
candidates, pay structure & benefits package available and locations on 
offer we can’t guarantee total accuracy. We do our best to be clear on 
industry trends and requirements so if you have questions, queries or industry trends and requirements so if you have questions, queries or 
require a more detailed analysis of a specific sector we are more than 
happy to listen to your needs and utilize the data within our system to give 
you the information you need. Feel free to ask the consultant who sent this 
over to you! 

Comments on our data.
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Phone: 646 517 8511 
Email: Nicole.Weston@jcwresourcing.com

Nicole Weston - Head of US Audit Team.

After graduating from University in Australia, Nicole joined 
JCW upon her return to America in 2014. By focusing on 
building a strong network of relationships across the 
financial and consulting sectors she’s become an expert in financial and consulting sectors she’s become an expert in 
the audit field and rapidly developed as an exceptional 
team leader. Nicole currently leads JCW USA’s Audit 
divison which has been her exclusive focus since 2015.

Megan Harper - Head of Audit Delivery Team.

Phone: 646 517 8649
Email: Megan.Harper@jcwresourcing.com

Phone: 646 517 8726
Email: Megan.Cifuni@jcwresourcing.com

Megan Cifuni - Audit Consultant
Graduating from Marist college with a Bachelors in 
Communications Meg joined JCW in 2016. By developing 
a network of relationships in the nancial services 
insdustinsdustry she’s quickly become an expert in placing roles 
specically within the IT audit Space. Meg grew up in 
Oyster Bay, New York and currently lives in Manhattan. 

Meet the team:
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